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Abstract
Fine-Grained Entity Typing (FGET) is a task that
aims at classifying an entity mention into a wide
range of entity label types. Recent researches improve the task performance by imposing the labelrelational inductive bias based on the hierarchy of
labels or label co-occurrence graph. However, they
usually overlook explicit interactions between instances and labels which may limit the capability of
label representations. Therefore, we propose a novel method based on a two-phase graph network for
the FGET task to enhance the label representations, via imposing the relational inductive biases of
instance-to-label and label-to-label. In the phase I,
instance features will be introduced into label representations to make the label representations more
representative. In the phase II, interactions of labels
will capture dependency relationships among them
thus make label representations more smooth. During prediction, we introduce a pseudo-label generator for the construction of the two-phase graph. The
input instances differ from batch to batch so that
the label representations are dynamic. Experiments
on three public datasets verify the effectiveness and
stability of our proposed method and achieve stateof-the-art results on their testing sets.

1

Figure 1: Interactions between instances and labels. The black arrow
denotes the label hierarchy and the blue arrow represents the entity
contains the labels. The words in purple font directly reflect the
characteristics of the corresponding labels.

Introduction

FGET task, which aims at classifying an entity mention into a wide range of entity label types according to its context, plays an important role in many applications, such as
coreference resolution [Durrett and Klein, 2014], relation
extraction [Yaghoobzadeh et al., 2016], question answering
[Yavuz et al., 2016], knowledge base population [Carlson et
al., 2010], etc. Since an entity may contain multiple labels in a certain text, the task can be regarded as a multi-label
multi-class problem. For example, given the sentence “Peter is Tom’s father who works as an English teacher” and the
target mention “Peter”, we can infer it belongs to labels of
{people, male, teacher}.
∗
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Recent researches improve the task performance by imposing the label-relational inductive bias based on the hierarchy of labels or label co-occurrence graph, as shown at
the top of Figure 1. Some works [Shimaoka et al., 2017;
Ren et al., 2016; Xu and Barbosa, 2018] explicitly exploit
the inherent hierarchy of labels to share parameters between
parent- and sub-labels, or design hierarchy-aware loss functions, while [Chen et al., 2020] employs a coarse-to-fine decoder to search candidate labels on the hierarchy label tree.
[Xiong et al., 2019] firstly proposes to build a label cooccurrence graph and then use graph convolution propagation
on it, to capture the dependency relationships among labels.
Essentially, the graph structure (including hierarchy) is a kind
of relational inductive bias in standard deep learning components, which imposes constraints on relationships and interactions among nodes in a learning process [Battaglia et
al., 2018]. It is beneficial to impose the constraint of label-tolabel relational inductive bias to the label optimization representations, as [Xiong et al., 2019] proven. However, the existing works just consider the hierarchy among labels for task
optimization, but no literature considers the explicit influence
of instance features on label representations. For example, as
shown in Figure 1, if we introduce the instance information
(like the keyword information in purple font) to label, we can
infer the labels of the instance easily. For a label type, its representation should cover as many features of the instances that
belong to the label as possible to make the label more representative. Therefore, how to extract the instance features for
the label representation is a problem worth considering.
Based on the above observation, we provide a novel
method to enhance the label representations by imposing a
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new relational inductive bias of instance-to-label. Concretely,
we implement the above idea via a two-phase graph network
with nodes of instances and labels. In phase I, we explicitly
introduce the features of instances into the label representations via the instance-label sub-graph and get the instanceaware label representations. Since imposing label relational
inductive bias has been proven to be helpful, in phase II, we
use the label-label sub-graph to capture dependency relationships among labels and get the dependency-aware label representations. During prediction, the ground truth labels are
not available, therefore we design a pseudo-label generator to
generate pseudo labels for testing instances. Note that, the
input instances differ from batch to batch so that the label
representations are dynamic.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose to impose graph relational inductive biases
of instance-to-label and label-to-label to enhance the label representations. To our best knowledge, we are the
first to combine the two biases at the same time.
• We design a two-phase graph network to impose the
above relational inductive bias constraints. The graph
is divided into two sub-graphs for different representation perspectives: instance-label sub-graph for instanceaware label representations and label-label sub-graph for
dependency-aware label representations.
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method by comprehensive experiments. The experimental results on three datasets outperform other state-ofthe-art methods.

2

Related Work

In this work, we use Graph Neural Networks(GNNs) to enhance label representations under two kinds of graph relational inductive biases for FGET task, so we will introduce
the related works of the two aspects.

2.1

Graph Neural Networks

Graphs can be used to represent network structures. [Kipf
and Welling, 2017] proposes Graph Convolutional Network(GCN) which performs convolutional operation on
graph-structured data. GCN has recently achieved appealing
performance in node classification [Kipf and Welling, 2017],
recommendation system [Wang et al., 2019b], and so on. It
can pass information among neighbor nodes and capture nodes’ dependencies. Graph Attention Network(GAT) proposed by [Velickovic et al., 2017] extends the GCN, in which
the weights of neighbor nodes are different. [Wang et al.,
2019a] recursively propagates the information from neighbors of a node to refine the node’s embedding and employs
an attention mechanism to discriminate the importance of the
neighbors. In our case, different instance features contribute
to the label representations differently while GAT can capture
the difference.

2.2

multi-class question, classifies entities roughly into several
categories. However, in recent years, finer-grained entity typing datasets are widely raised, which include dozens or hundreds of label types like [Weischedel and Brunstein, 2005;
Ling and Weld, 2012], etc. The challenge is how to model
the label representations to make similar labels close in their
feature space while keeping them away if they are conflicting. [Ren et al., 2016] derives label correlation based on two
signals: the given label hierarchy and the shared entities between two labels in KB. [Xu and Barbosa, 2018] proposes a
variant of the cross-entropy loss function and introduces hierarchical loss normalization which can understand the label
hierarchy and alleviate the negative effect of overly-specific
labels, but is difficult to adapt to a non-hierarchical label set.
[Chen et al., 2019] applies label propagation (LP) on label
graph to estimate their label distribution. [López et al., 2019]
exploits hyperbolic embeddings to capture hierarchical relations between mentions in context and their target labels in a
shared vector space. [Zhang et al., 2020] exploits probabilistic automatic relabeling module to handling noisy samples in
training data based on [Xu and Barbosa, 2018]. [Lin and Ji,
2019] predicts a low-dimensional vector that encodes latent
label features and reconstructs the label vector from the latent
representation. [Chen et al., 2020] also takes the explicit hierarchy into account, by multi-level learning to rank approach
that ranks the candidate labels conditioned on the given entity
mention. [Xiong et al., 2019] imposes label-relational inductive bias via GCN propagation on label co-occurrence graph
for the first time. Some other works introduce external knowledge like entity linking in [Dai et al., 2019] or use advanced
pre-training/fine-tuning methods like [Shi et al., 2020] which
proposes a regularization module based on virtual adversarial
training, also achieve great improvement. The above methods
improve the performance by optimizing the instance representations or label representations separately. Different from
them, we will explore the influence of instance features on
label representations in this work.

Fine-Grained Entity Typing

Entity typing (ET) is a sub-task of name entity recognization [Collins and Singer, 1999; Jiang and Zhai, 2006; Ratinov and Roth, 2009]. The earlier ET task, as a single-label
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3

Methodology

The proposed method consists of three main components:
mention features extractor, instance-aware label encoder, and
pseudo-label generator, as shown in Figure 2. The mention
features extractor encodes the mention span and its context
via attention mechanism to get context-aware mention representation. For the instance-aware label encoder, we design a
two-phase heterogeneous graph to extract the learned features
from instances to labels and then capture the dependency relationships among labels. During prediction, we employ the
pseudo-label generator to generate pseudo labels for the testing instances to assist in constructing the two-phase graph.

3.1

Mention Features Extractor

Given an example {m, c, y}, where m, c, y denote entity
mention span, context, and ground truth labels, the mention
features extractor is used to encode the context-aware representation of mention via encoding the mention span and its
context respectively. Note that we define {m, c} as an instance here.
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Figure 2: The overview of our proposed method.

Representation of mention. We leverage the attentionweighted sum of mention word embeddings as the semantic
representation of the mention span:
r a = Attention({ei })
r m = tanh(F F N (r a ))

(1)
(2)

where Attention(.) is an attention-weighted sum operation,
F F N (.) is Feed Forward Network, tanh(.) is hyperbolic
tangent activation function, and ei ∈ Rd is the embedding
of ith word where i ∈ [0, 1, ..., Lm ], Lm is the length of the
mention and d is the dimension of word embedding.
Representation of context. To keep the full context information of the mention, we apply a Transformer encoder to
encode the whole context sequence. After a feed forward network and activation function, the final representation of context can be calculated by the attention-weighted sum of the
hidden states. The forward propagation process is formulated
as follows:
{hi } = T ransf ormer({ei })
hfi

(3)

= tanh(F F N (hi ))

(4)

r c = Attention({hfi })

(5)

where T ransf ormer(.) is staked Transformer layers, and
ei ∈ Rd is the embedding of ith word where i ∈ [0, 1, ..., Lc ],
Lc is the length of the context.
The final feature representation of the mention is the
weighted sum of rm and rc :
r = (1 − α) ∗ r m + α ∗ r c

(6)

where α is a hyper-parameter.

3.2

Instance-Aware Label Encoder

Our work focuses on enhancing label representation via
imposing relational inductive biases of instance-to-label and
label-to-label. We implement that via constructing a twophase graph dynamically and then separating two sub-graphs
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to perform graph operations in two phases: instance-label
sub-graph for extracting instance-aware label representations,
and label-label sub-graph for dependency-aware label representations.
Dynamic graph construction. The two-phase graph contains instance nodes and label nodes. We construct the graph
dynamically for every training or prediction batch. Specifically, the two-phase graph are divided into two sub-graphs:
the instance-label sub-graph and the label-label sub-graph.
For the instance-label sub-graph, we define the adjacent matrix as follows:

1, if instance i belongs to label type j,
(7)
A1ij =
0, otherwise
in which A1ii = 1 for self-connection. For the label-label subgraph, we use the statistical results from training dataset to
build the graph, i.e., the co-occurrence results. The adjacent
matrix is defined as:
A2ij = I(i, j)

(8)

where I(.) is an indicator function, I(i, j) = 1 if label types i
and j co-exist in an instance, otherwise 0. Take into account
that the transfer probability or dependency level varies from
label to label, we also define an edge weight matrix for the
sub-graph according to the co-occurrence frequency of them:
Wijl =

count((i, j))
count(i)

(9)

where i, j is label nodes, count(.) counts the cumulative
number of occurrence and Wijl indicates the transfer ratio
from label i to j. The W l is asymmetric as the cumulative
numbers of labels i and j are usually different. Note that:
Nl
X
j=1

Wijl ≥ 1

(10)
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where the Nl is the size of label set. For example: if the label
zoo (label i) appears, the label location (label j) is sure to
appear so that Wijl = 1 while the opposite is not necessarily
l
true and Wji
< 1.
Phase I: Instance-aware label representations. A label
type usually corresponds to numerous instances whose features reflect those of the label. Therefore, capturing the representation associations between labels and instances can make
the label representations more representative. Considering
an entity mention in a certain context may belong to several label types, we model the association difference by using
GAT propagation with adjacent matrix A1 on the instancelabel sub-graph to get instance-aware label representations.
Formally,
V = [T0 ; B]
(11)
denotes the initial node features where T0 ∈ Rd is randomly initialized label representations, and B = {r} is the set
of instance features. We follow GAT propagation rule on
the instance-label sub-graph as defined in [Velickovic et al.,
2017] to get instance-aware label representations V 0 = {v 0i }.
After GAT propagation, the label representations Tgat :
0
Tgat
= {v 0i }i∈[0,...,Nl ]
(12)
0
Tgat = Tgat
+ T0
(13)
are regards as the initial node features of the next phase. To
make better use of historical information and accelerate convergence of network, we introduce the residual connection
after the GAT propagation, as formulated in Formula (13).
Phase II: Dependency-aware label representations. The
phenomenon of label co-occurrence in the same instance suggests that there exists a certain conceptual similarity or hierarchical dependency (in our case) among labels. To capture
the dependency relationships among labels to make label representations more smooth for those low-resource labels, we
exploit GCN propagation on the label-label sub-graph. On
the basis of statistical results of W l (after normalization) and
A2 , we follow the GCN propagation rule defined in [Xiong
et al., 2019] to get new label representations Tgcn . Here we
also use a residual connection, so the final representations of
labels can be formulated as:
T = Tgcn + Tgat .
(14)
Note that one layer of GCN is enough here as the two- or
multi-hops may introduce irrelevant even conflicting prediction, such as male ← person → f emale. If applying twolayer GCNs, the contradictory prediction may be generated
with both labels male and f emale. In traditional methods,
labels with a small number of instances are updated less frequently and also easy to overfit those instances. With GNNs
propagation, the update of adjacent label nodes will also affect the representations of the labels with fewer instances.
Therefore, the label representation is no longer bound only
by the instances it involves, but also by its neighbors.
We calculate the dot product of instance representation r
and T followed by a sigmoid activation function σ(.), as the
similarity score:
y 0 = σ(r · T ).
(15)
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Then we apply a threshold thd, which is also a hyperparameter, to y 0 to obtain the prediction results of our method.

3.3

Pseudo-Label Generator

For training instances, there are ground truth labels of entity
mentions while not for the testing ones. To construct the twophase graph for prediction, we design a pseudo-label generator to generate pseudo labels for testing instances. As described above, the context representation of a mention is the
weighted sum of context hidden states. Some keywords play
major roles in the overall representation of context, so we
make full use of the words in context to obtain pseudo labels:
r i = (1 − α) ∗ r m + α ∗ hi

(16)

y ip

(17)

i

= σ(r · T )

y p = max

c −1
pooling([y 0p ; ...; y L
])
p

(18)

i

where h is the ith hidden state of context and
max pooling(.) is max pooling operation.
Then we
can obtain the pseudo label set from y p where y p,i > thd.
However, this will lead to inconsistency between training
and testing instances because of using ground truth labels for
training but pseudo labels for testing. We solve the problem
via: i) proportionally replacing (with ratio of β) ground truth
labels with pseudo labels during training; ii) adding loss on
pseudo and ground truth labels to force the pseudo-label
generator to generate labels that match the ground truth ones.
Therefore the whole loss can be formulated as:
Lp (y p |(m, c; θ), y) = BCE(y p |(m, c; θ), y)
0

0

Lg (y |(m, c; θ), y) = BCE(y |(m, c; θ), y)
L = Lg + γ ∗ L p

(19)
(20)
(21)

where Lp is the loss of pseudo labels, Lg is the loss of prediction result, L is the overall loss, γ = 1 is a weight hyperparameter, and BCE(.) is binary cross entropy loss which is
widely used in the multi-label multi-class task.

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

We conduct experiments on datasets of OntoNotes [Gillick
et al., 2014], FIGER [Ling and Weld, 2012] and BBN
[Weischedel and Brunstein, 2005].
OntoNotes. The OntoNotes dataset samples sentences
from newswire documents contained in the OntoNotes corpus. The entities are mapped to Freebase types via DBpedia
Spotlight. The testing data is manually annotated by [Gillick
et al., 2014]. There are 89 labels with 3-level ontology.
FIGER. The FIGER dataset consists of sentences from the
Wall Street Journal annotated by [Ling and Weld, 2012]. The
training data is annotated using DBpedia Spotlight as well
and contains 113 labels with 2-level ontology.
BBN. The BBN dataset is composed of sentences from
some of the Penn Treebank corpus of Wall Street Journal
texts. It was automatically labeled via distant supervision by
mapping the entities to Freebase types. The testing data consists of news reports manually labeled by [Weischedel and
Brunstein, 2005]. There are 47 labels with 2-level ontology.
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Methods

Mi-F1

OntoNotes
Ma-F1 ACC

Mi-F1

FIGER
Ma-F1

ACC

Mi-F1

BBN
Ma-F1

ACC

AttentiveNER[Shimaoka et al., 2016]
AFET[Ren et al., 2016]
AFGET[Lin and Ji, 2019]

0.649
0.647
0.773

0.710
0.711
0.829

0.517
0.551
0. 638

0.754
0.781

0.790
0.793

0.597
0.559

0.735
0.781

0.727
0.793

0.670
0.559

CLCS[Chen et al., 2019]
LabelGCN[Xiong et al., 2019]
FGET-RR[Ali et al., 2020]
HET[Chen et al., 2020]
NFETC-AR[Zhang et al., 2020]

0.720
0.722
0.685
0.681
0.730

0.778
0.778
0.743
0.730
0.788

0.628
0.596
0.577
0.587
0.640

0.742*
0.805
0.808
0.801

0.775*
0.847
0.826
0.832

0.623*
0.710
0.691
0.701

0.805
0.742*
0.823
0.805
0.815

0.807
0.747*
0.819
0.797
0.814

0.747
0.584*
0.703
0.752
0.767

Pseudo-label Generator
Our method(GAT-GCN)
–w/o GCN(Phase I: GAT-only)
–w/o GAT(Phase II: GCN-only)

0.746
0.792
0.778
0.761

0.801
0.845
0.830
0.813

0.618
0.651
0.640
0.618

0.769
0.844
0.845
0.774

0.794
0.877
0.867
0.809

0.632
0.706
0.730
0.636

0.763
0.860
0.827
0.779

0.761
0.876
0.844
0.778

0.596
0.699
0.644
0.598

Table 1: Testing results on the OntoNotes/FIGER/BBN testing sets. GAT-GCN method denotes the complete method we propose. GCN-only
method represents we just use GCN propagation on label-label sub-graph while use only GAT propagation on instance-label sub-graph for
GAT-only method. The testing batch size is set to 300, 400, 200 for OntoNotes, FIGER, and BBN respectively. * denotes that we rerun the
publicly available code of the work since it did not evaluate on the two datasets. - represents not run on the specific dataset.

4.2

Baselines

To be fair, we compare our method with only those do not use
external information like entity linking or pre-training&finetuning, as introduced in Section 2.2: methods using attention mechanism like [Ren et al., 2016; Shimaoka et al., 2016;
Lin and Ji, 2019] and methods using graph (or hierarchy) like
[Chen et al., 2019; Xiong et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020;
Ali et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020].

4.3

Experimental Settings

In our experiments, we use the pre-trained 5.5B ELMo1 as
our word embeddings without fine-tuning. The dimension
of word embeddings is 1024. We set the hyper-parameters
of the Transformer as follows: encoder of 1 layer, 1024
dimension for the feed-forward network, 8 heads, and 0.1
for dropout. The max lengths are set to 10 for mentions
and 50 for contexts of mentions, for all 3 datasets. Then
we map the dimension of the representations of mention
and context to 200. For the hyper-parameter α, the sum
weight of representations of mention and context, is set to
0.3, 0.3, 0.8 for OntoNotes/FIGER/BBN respectively. For the
replacing ratio of pseudo labels β , is set to 0.2, 0.2, 0.075 for
OntoNotes/FIGER/BBN respectively. The train batch size is
200. Maximum-iteration is set to 10000. We explore the best
result in the range of [0.5,0.8] with stride 0.1 for thd.

4.4

Result analysis

Following prior works, we evaluate our method using metrics: strict accuracy (ACC), macro-average F1-score (MaF1), and micro-average F1-score (Mi-F1).
Overall Results. Table 1 shows the overall results of our
method compared to other methods on OntoNotes, FIGER,
and BBN respectively. Our method achieves the best performance on most evaluation metrics by a large margin, except
1

https://allennlp.org/elmo
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Dataset

Methods

Mi-F1

Ma-F1

ACC

OntoNotes

GCN-only
GAT-GCN-static

0.761
0.751

0.813
0.806

0.618
0.612

FIGER

GCN-only
GAT-GCN-static

0.774
0.754

0.809
0.787

0.636
0.601

BBN

GCN-only
GAT-GCN-static

0.779
0.761

0.778
0.762

0.598
0.566

Table 2: Testing results on 3 testing sets comparing GCN-only and
GAT-GCN-static methods. GAT-GCN-static denotes that when prediction, we calculate the logit labels with the label representations
generated by the last training batch.

for the strict accuracy for BBN. The reason may be that the label set is smaller and the co-occurrence graph is sparser than
the other two datasets which weaken the effect of the label-tolabel relational bias constraint. The testing result on the BBN
dataset demonstrates the necessity of imposing instance-tolabel relational inductive bias but also reveals the limitation
of this method, that is, the generalization of labels with sparse
graph structure is limited.
Static label representations results. As the instanceaware label representations are dynamic, we explore the GATGCN-static method for comparison. As shown in Table 2, the
GAT-GCN-static method even performs worse than the GCNonly method. Obviously, more extra parameters introduced
in the GAT process do not make the performance better. Two reasons here: i) the label representations used are generated by the last training batch, so they overfit the training
instances; ii) no testing instance feature is fed into the label
representations. The second reason actually matters. Since
the training process is the same as before, the method will
eventually converge to the same level as before. In the absence of overfitting of the model, the testing performance de-
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Figure 3: Testing results of different number of involving instances
(batch size) for OntoNotes and FIGER.

grades due to the instance-independent label representations.
The feasibility of pseudo-label generator. we also explore
pseudo-label generator separately about its feasibility. Note
that the training process is consistent with the previous experiments, which means, the loss is still calculated by the normal
prediction result as before, but during prediction, we use the
generated result from the pseudo-label generator to evaluate
all the metrics. The testing results are shown in the fourth
row from the bottom of Table 1. As the results suggested,
the pseudo-label generator performs worse than the complete
method but better than some of the baseline methods which
proves the feasibility of the pseudo-label generator. The results also suggest that the introduction of the pseudo-label
generator does not offer a direct promotion to the overall performance of the proposed method.
The impact of involving instance number. Because of the
dynamic label representations, the number of involving instances may have an impact on the label representations and
thus affect the stability of the testing performance. We conduct a set of experiments to test the impact, as shown in Figure 3. The results show that the number of testing instances
will lead to slight fluctuations on some metrics, especially for
the FIGER testing set. For the training data of FIGER, there
are about 36% mentions with noisy labels because of distant
supervision annotation while just about 27% for OntoNotes
and 24% for BBN. Excessive noise data leads to prediction
bias for the model which results in a worse impact on the
testing performance because more clean testing instances are
needed to correct the label representations. The results on the
OntoNotes testing set are almost consistent as the number of
instances changes because of the cleaner training data.
Ablation Results. While achieving significant improvements on all datasets, it is still not clear which kind of relational inductive bias constraint is more important. We set
up ablation experiments to explore the role of the two constraints. As shown in the last two rows of Table 1, the performance of GAT-only method is much better than the GCN-only
method especially on the FIGER dataset, which demonstrate
our claim again that the instance features reflect those of the
labels, i.e., the instance-to-label relational inductive bias is
much stronger. So far, our core point has been proved.
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Figure 4: The visualization of label representations with t-SNE for
OntoNotes. Note that, Before GAT-GCN(the top) visualizes T0 in
GAT-GCN method.

Visualization for Label Representations. We visualize
the label representations of 3 cases, as shown in Figure 4.
The top one shows the representations of the initial T0 of
GAT-GCN method, which can only learn something general.
GCN-only(the middle) and GAT-GCN(the bottom) methods
significantly separates the labels into four clusters, but the
GAT-GCN can lead to more compact clusters (like cluster /location). The effectiveness of our method is proved to some
extent.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we propose to enhance the label representations
with graph relational inductive bias constraints for the FGET
task. We implement this by a two-phase graph network: in the
phase I, we use GAT propagation on the instance-label subgraph to capture helpful instance features for the label representations, and in the phase II, we exploit GCN propagation
on the label-label sub-graph to capture the dependency relationships among labels. We conduct experiments to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. As an extension,
our method can be easily migrated to a non-hierarchical label set as the graph is built according to label co-occurrence.
Also, the instance-to-label relational inductive bias constraint
is general and can be used in other classification tasks with
properly deforming.
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